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8th-18th June 2016, Joint CFI/Land and Life Tour of the Holy Land

Two parties of keen Biblical followers, ten of us under the leadership of Jacob Vince (Chief executive of Christian Friends of
Israel (CFI [UK]) flew to Israel from Heathrow Airport, the other 45 members of our tour party flew from Luton Airport under the
leadership of Jacob’s brother Tim, a director of Land and Life Tours, arrived at the Golden Crown Hotel in Nazareth (the
town in which Jesus grew into adulthood, website:- www.booking.com/Golden-Crown-Hotel). The party’s were introduced to
each other and our leaders following breakfast, and boarding our air-conditioned coach. We were also introduced to our tour
guide Harrison Cohen, who was to be our knowledgeable and friendly tour guide, son of an Indian aliyah-inspired Jew, who
had served in World War I, rising to the rank of Sgt Major. Harrison was a ‘fount of knowledge’ of Israel’s history from the time
of World War I forward. We shared several edifying days of exploration, increasing our personal historical knowledge, and
made many new friends. We also learned more of the patriotism required of the minority population of Jews, to fight for the
rights of ownership of this holy land, allocated by the League of Nations (LON) following the ending of World War I (through
the Palestinian Mandate supervised by the United Kingdom [UK] who were the occupying power), to the Jewish race
through its forefathers as the homeland of the Jewish race.

Wednesday June 8th. On our first day we visited Tabgha on the northern shore of the Sea of Galilee lies the Church of the
Multiplication of the Loaves and Fishes near Capernaum (Jesus’ home during His years of ministry). It is also where Jesus
appeared to His disciples after His resurrection (website:- www.bibleplaces.com/tabgha), where Jesus had called brothers
Simon Peter and Andrew, and brothers James and John, all fishermen to become His disciples (Matthew Ch4:19) (website:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capernaum). From there we travelled to Migdal (website:- jesustrail.com › Hike the Trail › Points
of Interest). Followed by a (reminiscent for most of the adults on the tour, for some couples had their children with them) boat
trip, through part of the Sea of Galilee, during which time we prayed together, sung hymns and if so disposed, spoke into the
microphone and prayed their thanks to God, which we all shared as we generally became better acquainted with each other.
On returning to shore we visited the archaeological dig at Magdala (website:-https://israel-tourguide.info/2014/03/28/magdalaon-sea-of-galilee), and spoke with the American archaeologists, who have been working on the site; where a first century AD
synagogue had been unearthed, that when built had plastered walls and a mosaic floor, and a ritual bath; plus a market place
and streets that we walked through. We then enjoyed a St Peters fish lunch at Ein Gev, before travelling on to Yardinet
(website:- https://www.yardenit.com), where three ladies of our group experienced their water baptism in the Jordan River
which flows into the Sea of Galilee (website :- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_of_Galilee) . Some of our party then returned
to our hotel, whilst others visited the Basilica of the Annunciation and Mary’s Well in Nazareth (websites: www.basilicanazareth.org and also:- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary's_Well). We met together after our evening meal, for a
period of reflection and prayer as we regularly did, and the main conversation was concern over the unethical, unprovoked
attack by Palestinian Arabs on Jewish citizens in Tel Aviv earlier that day, which we had learned of from watching the
television (TV) in our bedrooms1
Over the following days we learned more of the account of the Tel-Aviv attack from TV, and read in the English translation of
the daily newspaper of this shooting spree, by Arabs of Jews at the Sarona Market that had killed four Israelis and wounded
17 others. On my subsequent return to England, I thought and prayed a great deal over amalgamating the detail of the CFI
tour to the history of the Jews initial banishment into the Diaspora by the Romans in 135AD, and their initial return into their
ancient homeland, that began mid-19th Century. Also of the initial blessing by Patriarch Jacob (aka Israel) on Britannia that
blossomed into the establishment of Great Britain and it’s empire of the Commonwealth of Nations (CON). I am well aware
that I have moved the emphasis of this report onto a far greater emphasis of the outworking of Biblical into practical history,
and that footnote 1 fills 14 pages, which are many pages longer than the whole of my earlier effort!
Ephraim was the younger son of Joseph (both sons born in Egypt), whose father Jacob had been the second son of Isaac.
Ephraim at Jacob’s approaching death was given an extraordinary blessing by his grandfather of becoming a fruitful vine,
whose ‘grafted-in’ descendants would become a multitude of nations, a colonising people (Genesis Ch 48:13-20). When in
Ch49:22, Jacob passed on his blessings to all his sons, the Patriarch added a little more information, that the succeeding (a
later generation) fruitful vine to Ephraim (also affectionately spoken of as Joseph his favourite son, would blossom and ‘climb
over the wall’; which meant it would blossom elsewhere in another Gentile land, which it did through the rise of Britannia into
Great Britain); but the prophecy wasn’t understood until the division of the Northern and Southern kingdom of Israel in 930BC
occurred (owing to the cursings of God contained in Leviticus Ch26:42). Hosea Ch3:4 prophesies that Israel will endure the
sentence of a long period of Diaspora, ‘without a king or prince’, but Ezekiel Ch37:15f prophesies on the return to Israel, of the
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final generation of the two former Northern and Southern Kingdoms will be given a new heart and be filled with The Holy Spirit
(Ezekiel Ch36:25). At this time they will seek the knowledge of The Lord Jesus their redeemer. They will become one
Kingdom having a Sovereign King and (a restored) King David as their prince into eternity. But I am certain that Great Britain
was the other ‘chosen nation’ of God, because of the Patriarch’s prophecy The Hebrew word for covenant is ‘b’rit’ and
‘pronounced ‘brit’, whilst the suffix ‘ish’ means ‘covenantal man’; put together the word ‘British’ translates as ‘the covenant
people’, which implies ‘belonging to God’. There is also the written evidence of The Vatican Manuscript quoted by Italian
Cardinal Caesar Baronius (1538-1607) an ecclesiastical historian, wrote in his “Ecclesiastical Annals A.D. 35”, (the same
year in which Acts Ch8:1 stated that all believers in Christ from Judea other than the Council of the Apostles, were
scattered abroad), which was the same year that Lazarus, Maria Magdalene, Martha, her handmaiden Marcella Maximin,
and Joseph of Arimathea amongst the 14 followers of Christ forced into a vessel without sails or oars on an outgoing tide into
the ocean. No reference is recorded of how much food or drinkable water, and for how many days of supply had been
provided. The probably unseaworthy vessel supernaturally drifted by wind and tide to Marseilles, and the occupant ‘land
lubbers’ survived through God’s grace and provision. From Marseilles Joseph and his fellow passengers made passage to
Britain, and spent the remainder of their lives preaching the Gospel, where they died and were buried. The tribes of ‘Britannia’
had previously been followers of Druidism, a religion of fear and occult superstition. They unitedly rejected their previous
pagan belief of child sacrifice to idols and territorial gods, for a belief and faith in a saviour who redeems. Julius Caesar had
twice landed in Britannia with a small fleet of ships to explore the possibilities of a full-scale invasion to extend the boundaries
of their dominion; also causing insurrection, the Romans ‘withdrew’ their legions. In 442AD the barbarians of north Germany
invaded Britain as a ‘lesser fortressed’ Roman protectorate. The result was a terrible carnage and destruction of all the Roman
amenities of emancipation during a 200 year period known as the Dark Ages. Saint Patrick (387-461AD) was born of Roman
parents whose father’s responsibility was of maintaining authority and order of the Roman colonies. Patrick was taken into
captivity by an Irish Druid raiding party and forced to work as a shepherd boy, during which time he became a (Protestant)
Christian. He gathered those like-minded Christians that remained into a community over a 40 year period, and through his
preaching and humble lifestyle; he converted the whole of Ireland. Almost 100 years later Saint Columba (521-97AD), raised
by Christian parents, followed in Patrick’s footsteps, and on reaching adulthood, carried the message of the Gospel through a
team of evangelists through western Scotland and northern Britain. In 563AD charismatic Columba, constructed a group of
beehive shaped huts on the island of Iona, for his supporters to live in as a community; Columba became the founder of the
Scottish Christian Movement. Historians have recorded these ministries of Patrick and Columba as being ‘Christianity from
its original source in Israel, not indoctrinated by Catholicism, preached to Britannia’. It was not until Pope Gregory the
Great sent Augustine to Britannia in 596AD that the Roman Catholic form of Christianity was introduced into Britannia. The
English monk, the Venerable Bede (673-735AD) wrote of a miscellany of ‘Christian sects’ in Britain as ‘a Christianity that is
divided into seven kingdoms of varying strength, all professing the Gospel of Christ.’ I imagine that Bede saw this
division as cultural or denominational, as each of the seven churches groups (similar to the seven churches of the Book of
Revelation) held differing sematology. Such founding history cannot be contested or ignored.
With due diligence, I will now return to the theme of time through continuity. From 930BC the Jews were punished by God
Most High for their disobedience until 1948. However in 1588AD, the fruitful vine that Jacob (Israel) spiritually attested to had
climbed over the boundary wall of the Fertile Crescent blossomed through the British Navy defeating the Spanish Armada,
catapulting Britain into their supernaturally bestowed undeserved inheritance of establishing the CON. Gentile King
Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon represented the ‘Head of Gold’ of the Empire of Daniel Ch2’s dream had suffered a recurring
worrisome dream that Daniel interpreted (Ch4:24-27); in which he was to be punished for the sin of omission in forgetting
God in exhibiting his personal pride, for 7 years of Babylonian (Gentile) length years of 360 days 7x360=2,520 days, equally
interpreted as years). Nebuchadnezzar lost his sanity and was ‘cut off’ by the heaven-decreed laws of the Chronology of
Forgiveness and Redemption of the nations. Subsequently astronomers have discovered that the Moon requires 2,520
years to circumnavigate the Sun, bearing testimony to God’s laws. The first Jubilee celebrated the 50th year from Adam’s fall
into sin, and the 50th Jubilee had celebrated the Exodus from Egypt.
It had been through God’s omniscience that Judah was taken into captivity in 588BC by Nebuchadnezzar’s Babylonian forces,
and that 2,520 years later in 1933, Mystery Babylon emerged through Adolph Hitler becoming leader of the Third Reich;
that that on November 21st1941 at a meeting with the former Grand Mufti of Palestine Haj-Amin al-Husseini, colluded
through an evil alliance to exercise the complete ‘Final Solution’ in the annihilation on the Jewish race. Although 1933 marked
the 120th Jubilee, as the consummation of the age, and the 2,000 years of the Gentile’s response to evangelism based on
a delivered gospel message; this year highlighted the fact that both Islamic and Roman Catholic (RC) leaders throughout
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every Jubilee of years had sought to replace or obliterate the favour God gifted to His ‘chosen people’. Lucifer ‘the morning
star’ had failed at Christ’s Cross to deny Christ paying the price for all mankind’s sins, owing to Christ’s commission for all
converts to Christ to ‘tell the Gentile world of the Gospel message’ of salvation. The Holy Spirit, as part of His triumvirate
authority, would bless the feet of those who travelled widely to share the good news of the Gospels, and would continue to do
so throughout the remaining years remaining before Christ’s Second Coming, this time as the Sovereign King. It is necessary
for continuity to write now of the faltering start of Great Britain’s Commission. In the period of ‘Mystery Babylon’ that will exist,
the devil will finally be frustrated, but he has been a major if necessary enemy of God’s redemption! Gentile response to the
acceptance of Christ as the Jewish Messiah, throughout the remaining years to come before Christ’s Second Coming, this
time as the Sovereign King. It is necessary for continuity to write now of the faltering start of Great Britain’s Commission. The
80th Jubilee fell in 33AD and was the year that Christ was sentenced to death by Caiaphus, with Stephen being sentenced to
death by Israel’s Sanhedrin. Christ during His ministry had used the parables of future events very wisely. He explained to His
audiences that the land given in perpetuity to Abraham’s Israelite progeny was likened to the parable of the owner’s tenant,
who had securely established a walled vineyard with watch-tower, before renting it out whilst he went away (into the
Diaspora), to Islamic Arab tenants through their Gentile agents as advertised in the Balfour Declaration of 1917 verified,
adopted, and approved at the San Remo Resolution of 1920, and confirmed through the Mandate for Palestine of 1922,
that was unanimously adopted by the League of Nations (LON), the predecessor of the United Nations (UN.
Unfortunately between the tenants, agents and their team of solicitors, they murdered the beloved son of the owner, which
remains to be avenged). My update into the current situation prophesied in Mark Ch12:1-12,). To this updated parable to
another, the parable of the pearl of great price (Matthew Ch13:44-45), which is wisdom to follow the triune God’s laws,
although this gift of grace is there for everyone be they the grasping rich, the well-educated, silver-spooned elite, kings,
barons, Machiavellian politicians, popes and their papacy, rabbis, imams and their followers, and the uneducated poor, always
provided that each has ‘seen the light’ and repented, thereby becoming disciples of the divine redeemer Jesus who is the first
to be resurrected, and will shortly ‘harvest in His followers’. However 33AD celebrated Christ’s resurrection and completed the
first 4000 Biblical years of history, leaving a 2,000 year period of Gentile evangelism by believing Christians, plus a short time
of Mystery Babylon’s existence.
The first British Jewish communities of significant numbers followed the ascendancy of William the Conqueror in 1066AD,
however the incumbent aristocrats and feudal lords took exception to the Jews, who influenced the ambition of the peasantry
in choosing to follow the Jewish example of seeking to break free from servitude and achieving financial independence from
the aristocratic/peasant relationship. British Jews did not enjoy the liberty afforded to all other naturalised citizens in the
Magna Carta by King John at Runnymede on June 15th1215 (following which Pope Innocent III declared the document to
be abominable and illicit, without recognising that King John was a possible ‘proto-Protestant martyr’, some British RC court
officials and barons saw him as a tyrant!
On Av9 1290 King Edward I decreed the Jewish expulsion from Britain, (the date is remembered in Hebrew as Tish B'Av,
adding to the crisis that had occurred on the anniversary of this date, in particular the destruction of both Solomon’s
Temple in 586 BC, and of Herod’s Temple in 70 AD). The Council of Vienna (the Roman Catholic [RC] church leaders) in
1311 prohibited all relations between Christians and Jews. In 1313 the Council of Zamora ruled that Jews should be held in
absolute servitude. In 1431-1433 the Council of Basil re-established canonical decrees separating Christians and Jews.
Pope Eugenius IV (1431-47) proclaimed that Jews could not build synagogues, nor inherit property in settlement for debts
from Christians, nor hold public office. The Jews of Europe were in total bondage to both Church and State, with the State
playing second fiddle! Middle–Eastern non Islamic residents were treated little better in that they paid (as a form of
dhimmitude; an obligatory jizya tax, which complemented the zakat, (alms offerings), paid by the Muslim subjects.
In 1517 Martin Luther had been granted the authoritative right to promote the Protestant Reformation Movement universally as
an alternative to Roman Catholicism (1517 was also the year which began the Islamic occupation of Jerusalem began). The
power of Catholicism in Europe had been challenged repeatedly, but had been ruthlessly suppressed over many centuries. It
was finally broken through the writings of the English religious reformer, Oxford educated scholar John Wycliffe (1329-1384,
who was recognised as the ‘morning star of the Reformation’). His followers were named as ‘Lollards’. Wycliffe called for the
primacy of Scripture over tradition; which was demonstrated through. Pope Paul II’s refusal to sanction King Henry VIII’s
wishes to marry Anne Boleyn, and the Pope deposing and excommunication of Henry VIII, His writings were condemned as
heretical, by the Catholic Church, but greatly influenced Martin Luther’s faith. His logic totally rejected the corrupt practices
and the accumulated wealth of the Papacy, particularly as imposed upon Britain; which resulted in Henry V111’s decision to
replace Catholicism with himself as the figurehead of the British Protestant Church, and assuming a ‘mini-popish-rule’. He
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appointed Archbishops and granted the Protestant Bishop’s favour through taking possession of the stately British diocesan
mansions confiscated from the Catholic Church, the leaders of the (Anglican) Church of England became a secondary arm
to the monarchy and the House of Lords, and were opposed by both the Catholic Jesuits and the Protestant Puritans Henry
VIII’s principal dispute was with Roman papal authority rather than with doctrinal matters, and he remained a believer in
core Catholic theological teachings despite his excommunication. He appointed Thomas Cranmer, himself a prelate and
religious reformer, became the first Archbishop of Canterbury; who King Henry later had condemned to be executed. Cranmer
died a heretic to Roman Catholicism and as a martyr for the principles of the English Reformation. He was immortalised in
Foxe's Book of Martyrs and his legacy lives on through the Anglican Book of Common Prayer and the Thirty-Nine
Articles that he instituted. Great Britain had been selected as the inheritor of Ephraim’s promise from his grandfather Jacob
(Israel), and had become the nest and suppository of the Gospel of God, which has been shared globally ever since,
throughout, initially by the Protestant movement and later by an increasing number of reforming Puritans.
Charles I ascended to the English throne in 1625 following the death of his father, King James I. In the first year of his reign,
Charles offended his Protestant subjects by marrying Henrietta Maria, a Catholic French princess. He later responded to
political opposition to his rule by dissolving Parliament on three occasions and in 1629 decided to rule entirely without
Parliament. The religious differences between the monarchy and the subjects worsened, because He believed in the divine
right of kings and assumed he could govern according to his own conscience (just as every Pope believes that all Popes
inherit St Peters rights to hold the Keys to the Kingdom of God and their ‘pontifications’ being infallible, as they spoke on
God’s behalf). Every despotic kings believed themselves entitled to unilaterally declare rule through their Royal Prerogative (a
belief that was supported amongst the haughtiest of the aristocracy), who upheld the breeding of the ruling classes, over the
uneducated working-class commoners. The subsequent dictatorship began the Personal Rule (aka the Eleven Years'
Tyranny) and covered the period from 1629-1640, when King Charles I of England, Scotland and Ireland ruled without
recourse to Parliamentary rule. Opposition from a parliament not subject to House of Lord’s jurisdiction was endemic and
intense However Parliament in general increasingly opposed King Charles authority, which resulted in a revolution in 1642,
the bitter struggle between king and Parliament for supremacy led to the outbreak of the first English civil war. The Royalists
supporters of King Charles I (the ‘Ironsides’), who equally opposed the elected Parliamentarians and their ‘Roundhead’
supporters, demonstrated loyalty to England’s monarchy through emulating the Royalty-style fashionable clothing with lace
trimmings, and wearing their hair long with curls (ringlets), that had been adopted by the palace fraternity, and was copied by
Protestant bishoprics. They were contemptuous of their opponents less flamboyant appearance in having a short-cut hairstyle,
and wearing simple clothing, for their opponents leaders were the Parliamentary elected Whigs, who were mostly working
and middle-class committed Protestants (many of whom were part of the Puritan Protestant Movement seeking further
Protestant Church Reformation), sharing an outward sign of humility before their God. Cromwell’s ‘Roundheads’ agitated for
greater human rights to be shared by the general public of England, as a demonstration of God’s Laws being available to all
subjects; which the king (and his consorts) adamantly opposed. The Parliamentarians were led by Oliver Cromwell’s,
formidable force of ‘Roundheads’ (the New Model Army) won an important victory against the king’s Royalist forces at
Marston Moor in 1644 and at Naseby in 1645. In 1648, King Charles I was forced to appear before a high court controlled by
his enemies, where he was convicted of treason and sentenced to death; his demise also resulted in the abolishing of the
House of Lords. The monarchy was abolished, and Cromwell assumed control of the new English Commonwealth. The result
was mutual disaffection, distrust and a persecution of the Puritans, particularly from Archbishop William Laud’s rhetoric.
Puritans adopted Calvinism (Reformed theology), having opposition to tradition and ritual. The working uneducated class held
an emphasis on preaching, a growing sabbatarianism, and a preference for a Presbyterian system of church polity. They
opposed Church of England practices that assimilated a great deal of Roman Catholic ritual. Cromwell’s ‘Roundheads’ had
helped repel the Royalist invasion of Scotland. Cromwell steered the Council of British States, into re-admitting the
Diaspora Jews, as sought from Parliament by Rabbi Manasseh ben Israel of Amsterdam, who delivered a petition to
Britain’s Council of States, to return to a protestant Christianity (‘Britannia’ had begun its Christian faith, in turning away from
Druidism into a perceived Christianity. Cromwell who became Lord Protector of England, rescinded the former Edict of King
Edward I. He established the full rights of all Jewish migrants to return to Britain and take up residence as citizens enabling
them to buy homes in Britain, and freedom for them to practise their faith without chastisement (as became so with all faiths).
However correcting the inhuman edict against the Jews had taken 367 years, to correct is difficult to reconcile with the signing
of the Magna Carta. Two years after Cromwell’s death in 1658, his eldest son, Richard, who succeeded him was forced to
flee to France in the next year with the restoration of the monarchy and the crowning of Charles II (the son of Charles I).
Oliver Cromwell was posthumously convicted of treason, and his body was disinterred from its tomb in Westminster Abbey
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and hanged from the gallows at Tyburn. A joint monarchy of King James II, and his Protestant daughter Mary and her Dutch
husband, William of Orange was established and the 1689 Bill of Rights Act, was passed into law). It has been the keystone
message of the Whig account (those opposed to a Catholic succession) of British history, that the Revolution’s settlement had
been bloodless in establishing the supremacy of an elected Parliament over the Crown, setting Britain on the path towards
constitutional monarchy and parliamentary democracy.
2,520 years were to pass from the division of the kingdom of Israel in 930BC, when growth into a colonial Empire began;
through Great Britain beginning to fulfil the Biblical prophesy of Ephraim’s ‘passing on the baton’ of the fruitful vine, whose
branches extend beyond the borders not only of the Promised Land of Israel, but I believe will be an extension of the
Garden of Eden, throughout the Fertile Crescent also (Genesis Ch49:22). Isaiah Ch 35:8 prophesies that “There will be a
highway in the last days called the Way of Holiness, that only the righteous will walk upon.” Jacob’s blessing (for the
in grafting of the Gentile races) had been extended to include CON of Great Britain as the Gentile representation of what
in God’s omniscience was acceptable to Him as the premier disciple ship teaching nation of what is to become the one-newman united Church of Jesus Christ. In September 1620 40 British Puritan nonconformists and Protestant 'Levellers' (a radical
group on the Parliamentarian side during the Civil War that advocated republicanism and freedom of worship), together with
their families sailed from Plymouth in the Mayflower to America, as emigrant pilgrim saints; intent on establishing a thriving
church in the New World of North America.
‘Tetrad eclipses’ are particularly portentous as signs related to circumstances on Earth, particularly relating to Biblical
prophecy. A ‘tetrad’ is the astronomical word for a succession of rare four total lunar eclipses that occur in the same months
as solar eclipses occur in two successive years on the anniversary of The Lord’s feast days. Not many eclipses are ‘bloodmoon’ eclipses that Joel Ch2:29-31 speaks of; they occur when not only do the Sun, Earth and Moon align, but some sunlight
is deflected, by-passing the Earth and this ‘escaped’ light reflects onto the Moon’s surface, which acquires a reddish hue
colour. When these eclipses fall on God’s (Jewish) Feast days of Pesach and Succoth in two successive years (despite not
necessarily being witnessed over Jerusalem), they are signs from God, invariably concerning the Jewish race living in either
Israel or the Diaspora, and their appearance need interpreting by God’s watchmen. The shortest time between solar eclipses
occur at the end of a month, whilst lunar eclipse always occur in the middle of a month, two weeks later; on the night of a fullmoon, before the Moon begins its two-week waning cycle. Therefore if both Sun and Moon are darkened simultaneously, it is
reasonable to assume the possibility that there could be a eruption of every volcano on earth occurring instantaneously at
such an event; with the debris in the atmosphere ‘blocking out’ the heavenly light, thereby announcing the Great Tribulation
as:-The Pascal Lamb’s Day of Wrath will possibly result in the supernatural ‘transportation of Messianic Jews across
the world into their Promised Homeland and their ‘sealing’ from harm against Gentile attacks, and atmospheric
conditions). Only eight tetrads have occurred since the ‘Resurrection of Christ’. The first millennia series of ‘Feast day’
tetrads began a year before the Crucifixion in c32-33AD. The next tetrad followed in 162-163AD at the time of the
martyrdom of Jews and early Christian proselytes at the Coliseum. In 795-796 the tetrad promulgated the Islamic invasion of
Europe occurring. Charlemagne began to defeat the conquerors of the former Visigoth states, which had either been
captured by the Muslims, or had become allied to them. By 795, Charlemagne had created the Marca Hispanica, a buffer
zone between modern day France and Spain to defend the Frank Kingdom in Northern Europe (Frankland was the territory
inhabited and ruled by the Franks, a confederation of Germanic tribes, during ‘Late Antiquity’ and ‘the Early Middle Ages),
from Islamic invasions. The kingdom was founded by Clovis I, crowned first King of the Franks in 496). The tetrad of 842-843
proved to give spiritual witness to the Islamic invasion of Rome, which did not specifically attest to Jewish persecution, nor did
the 860-861 tetrad, which took place, soon after millions of Christians were killed by Islamic crusaders in North Africa and
Spain, occurring just prior to the Greek-Byzantine Empire victory over the Arabs at the Battle of Lalakaon that halted the
Islamic conquest in Eastern Europe. The last of the first millennial tetrads occurred in 1493-1494, marking the start of the
horrific Spanish Inquisition that witnessed the forcible conversion by torture of the Jews to Roman Catholicism, or their
expulsion from Spain, at the instruction of the Papacy. Mariner Christopher Columbus (an Italian Jew) transported the
Diaspora Jews of Spain in a fleet of ships to safety in South America. The last of the first millennial ‘tetrads’ occurred in 14931494AD, marking the start of the horrific and inhuman Spanish Inquisition, that witnessed the forcible conversion by torture
of Spanish-born Jews to Roman Catholicism, at the instruction of the Papacy, under the threat of their expulsion from Spain as
heretics. Italian-born Jewish mariner Admiral Christopher Columbus in August 1492 (also on Av9) transported the banished
Spanish Jews to the unknown and unexplored land of South America, where they settled into a community. (One of
Columbus’s translators Luis de Torres was believed to be the first Jewish descendant in Cuba, of the banished European6

based Jews. Following the 1898 [ten week] Spanish-American War, many Jews chose to resettle into Peru and other nations
of South America.)
The Christian majority of the non-conformist Puritans, who sought ever-increasing benefits for the working-class people of
Britain that chose to remain in order to became part of the unrest caused by the favour adopted by the Royalists, that led to
‘the Glorious Revolution’ (1688-89, a century after Great Britain defeated the Spanish Armada!). Methodist minister John
Newton later founded the Eclectic Society in 1783, which met on alternate Mondays; they gave their support to establishing
the non-denominational Church Missionary Society (CMS), which was formed in 1799 on the initiative of Old Etonian
Charles Simeon, (1759-1836AD an evangelical Anglican, who served as Anglican minister at the Holy Trinity Church in
Cambridge for 52 years), who was the accepted leader of the increasing number of evangelical Anglican ministers, and other
non-conformist Bible-believing Protestant Congregationalist Christians compatriots in their all-welcoming faithful congregations
that were taught to support the avocation of the British resident Jews; in their yearning of making aliyah to their ancestral
homeland of eretz Israel. Included amongst their membership was Member of Parliament (MP) William Wilberforce (17591833AD), of the Clapham Sect, a political movement that Simeon enthusiastically supported. Wilberforce had devoted 20
years in politics, through putting forward motions for the British Government to abolish the slave trade in Britain, but also
across the world. Together with Simeon, these two, became Britain’s most successful evangelical leaders and social
reformers. Wilberforce died, just three days before Parliament passed the Slavery Abolition Act, which effectively banned
slavery throughout the British Empire. Whilst Charles Simeon became the British Commonwealths most successful
evangelist, through engineering over the years the starting of 13 new British missionary society’s across the world),
undoubtedly two of Britain’s most successful evangelical leaders and social reformers.
German non-practicing Jew Joseph Frey became a Christian and was baptised, taking the name Samuel Christian Frederick
Frey. He migrated to London in 1801 to join the CMS (aka LMS), but on pursuing further Biblical research he realised that he
should not have rejected the cultural distinctiveness of his Jewish ancestry. At this point in time, Frey spoke out at one of the
Eclectic Society’s meetings, and was successfully able to correct the misconception that the Jew should be grafted into the
Gentile tree (conversion through supersessionism or dispensationalism). In 1809, through God’s provision, seemingly
supernaturally Frey was bequeathed £300,000, by an anonymous ‘Mr John Way’, an offering that was to be used ‘for the
glory of God’; and together with MP William Wilberforce (who became Vice President (VP) in 1809, and Charles Simeon,
(who became a committee member in 1810. These three men changed the name of the mission society to The London
Society for Promoting Christianity amongst the Jews (a world-inclusive ministry), which was enthusiastically supported by
the Eclectic Society. The Anglican Church of Great Britain (in 1815) formed a splinter-society, the Church Mission to the
Jews (CMJ, to assist the Jews who lived anywhere in the Commonwealth of [British] Nations, CON), separating its’
intentions from the ministry of the LMS; initially through the impetus of the formation of the LJS/CMJ in 1815, and through acts
of gratitude and goodwill, demonstrated by a Sultan of Turkey and an Egyptian king.”Erastian Christianity (which is the
subordination of ecclesiastical power to the state) was perceived by the established ‘high church’ and nobility, and was
identified with ‘Colonialism’. The true ‘reformed’ one new man Church of Great Britain was used by God as the accelerating
thrust of world emancipation, with ‘brotherly love’ both at home and throughout the British Colonies, which soon accepted the
baton charge; of leading to the repatriation of Britain’s own Diaspora Jewish brethren to their ancestral Promised Homeland.
The intent was to encourage the Christian community of whichever Gentile nation Diaspora Jews had settled into, to make
aliyah. In 1835 Anthony Ashley Cooper (who became Lord Shaftesbury) joined the Church Mission to the Jews [CMJ] and
served as its President for more than 50 years. The British Foreign Secretary (FS), Lord Palmerston, was related through
marriage to MP Lord Shaftesbury, and they discussed the political implications of championing the cause of the Jews in
enabling the return to their homeland of eretz Israel. The two lords agreed that Britain could administer the welfare of the Jews
living in Judea from its Jerusalem Consulate, which on August 17th1840 was reported in The Times, and that until the
Anglican Church at Christ Church was completed in 1841, would be supervised by the vice-consul, whose main duty was ‘to
grant protection generally to the Jews of Judea’, and would in future years also support and sustain the return of British
and Western Jews to their former homeland. In recognition of Britain’s assistance to Turkey in repelling the French invasion of
Judea, the London Jewish Society (LJS) had in 1823 been given an allotment of land in Jerusalem by the Ottoman’s Sultan
on which to develop a Consulate at Christ Church in Jerusalem, which was completed in 1838. This was a blessing for
Benjamin Disraeli (1804-1881), a Jew, maintained a close friendship with Queen Victoria, who in 1876 elevated him into
aristocratic status as the Earl of Beaconsfield. Disraeli, who twice became PM, once briefly in 1868 before his Party lost the
General Election that year). However he led his party to a majority in the 1874 General Election. His chief motivation in life
was promoting the right of Diaspora Jewish repatriation to Judea to all compassionate Western Gentiles. The Industrial
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Revolution of Britain began roughly ca1780AD, and continued evolving into the Second Industrial Revolution in the transition
years between 1840 and 1870, with technological and economic progress progressing through the increasing adoption of
steam-powered boats, ships and railways, the large-scale manufacture of machine tools and the increasing use of machinery
in factories; its effects on the labour force, sharing the gift of such knowledge across the global nations within a few decades.
In 1831 Egypt had invaded Judea, and with the assistance of Britain, owing to joint commercial interests, forced the Turkish
Army to withdraw. King Ismail Pasha of Egypt granted further land to Foreign Secretary (FS) Lord Palmerston, on which to
establish a mission station at Christchurch in Jerusalem, and further permission for any Briton, Jew or Gentile, to settle in
Judea. At the same time he invited other nations to establish consulates in Judea. Correspondence in 1841-42 between
philanthropist Sir Moses Montefiore (a Jew), the President of the Board of Deputies of British Jews, and Charles Henry
Churchill, the British consul in Damascus, who were recorded as having proposed the first plan for sponsorship of
repatriation of the non-religious Russian Jews (the fellahin) into Palestine, and the settlers legally avoiding any persecution.
Until the late 1870’s he visited the former Promised Land of Israel seven times a period of fostering and developing the
agricultural settlements. Montefiore was a friend of the Turkey-based Ottoman Sultan; from whom he very cheaply purchased
the unproductive mosquito infester malarial swamplands of Jaffa and other parcels of unoccupied desert land that were
considered as ‘unproductive’ (all of which he donated to the aliyah making Jewish tenant settlers, who cleared and developed
the land agriculturally). Montefiore spoke of fellahin Jews who relied upon their own farming and engineering skills to find
work successfully. Originally the wealthy Arabs of the Ottoman Empire had lived in more ‘socially acceptable’ surroundings in
more amenable states. The richer owners of domesticated cattle employed Bedouin shepherds, paying them a small annual
pittance to graze their owner’s sheep, which allowed the shepherd’s families, and their own animals to seek pastures with
them. The ‘nomadic Bedouin shepherds’ were the first of the ‘Palestinians’ to spend time in what had been for centuries
regarded as Israel. The shepherds supplemented their regular small income through working part-time employment, in the
fields of Jewish settlers, and the Bedouin shepherd’s progeny became the successors of their forefathers, showing little further
ambition. Austrian Jew Theodore Herzl caught the vision and establishment the political Zionist Movement in 1897, writing
prophetically in his diary on August 29th1897 of the Jews as a race returning to live in Israel within 50 years. He established
the Jewish National Fund (JNF) is a non-profit worldwide organisation established at the end of the 19th Century as a
function of the Zionist Movement. Its major goal was to purchase land from individual wealthy Arab landowners for the
settlement of Jews in a land mostly of desert in a swamp infested land. Land purchased often by British Christian charitable
donations, at premium prices, in this ‘desolate backwater’ of the Ottoman Empire, which was famously recognised by author
Mark Twain as ‘desolate and unoccupied’. It was the Jews who determinately made the land flourish, and their success was
echoed around the Russian and European nations. The secondary flush of what was the British government supported by
their Christian supported electorate aliyah gathered speed from 1904-1914, which then temporarily ground to a halt because
of warring factions across the world, ending with World War I beginning. British government officials were mesmerised into
compliance by the Freemasons who had previously initiated the French Revolution, who were now concentrating their evil
intentions upon Great Britain and North America. I am attempting to condense much of what is contained in my forthcoming
book Demographics.
Haj-Amin al-Husseini had been born in Jerusalem in 1893; he served in the Ottoman Army during World War I, being antiBritish and anti-Jewish. He was an extremist terrorist and became an Arab nationalist leader, promoting Islam and opposing
Zionism; and opposed the establishment of a national home for the Jewish people that the Balfour Declaration of 1917
advocated. In 1920 Al-Husseini became Grand Mufti of Palestine; he was also PA (Egyptian) Chairman Arafat’s cousin. At the
defeat of Germany and its allies during World War I, al Husseini fled to Syria to escape retribution from the British authorities
for the murder of ‘Palestinian-Jews’, but through the volte-face by the British Government, who appear to have become
mesmerised by abundance of oil wealth that had been discovered throughout the Middle East, who had become infiltrated by
the evil Illuminati, that controlled the Freemasons. Al Husseini was invited to return to Jerusalem in 1920 to fulfil the function
of Grand Mufti of Jerusalem. A position that enabled him to be elected leader of the Arab Higher Committee (that ensured that
Israel never obtained approval for town or national boundaries of their own), a post he held from 1921 to 1937. He used that
position to organise the continuous terrorising of Jewish residents, through bloody Arab riots of violence, in support of Arab
nationalism. He had always opposed the proposal of the 1917 Balfour Declaration of establishing Jewish town a national
boundaries having independent borders. In 1939 al-Husseini was invested with the title the President of the Supreme Islamic
Council. During World War 11 al-Husseini actively collaborated with both Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy, meeting with Adolf
Hitler and colluding with him in developing the theme of the Final Solution. There are many photocopies of documents
confirming that on November 21st1941 at a meeting with al-Husseini, Hitler promised that once he had slaughtered every
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European Jew, he would then concentrate his attention on slaughtering all Middle-Eastern Jewry. Islam, Fascism and Nazism
became interchangeable words. It wasn’t until a UN vote in 1947, which was granted through a small sympathetic vote, owing
to the liquidation of several million Jews, by developing the policy of the ‘right of return’ of future Diaspora Jews to their
ancestral homeland that gave the right of the residential Jews to govern themselves; in a small percentage of the former
Israel. The nation was supernaturally reborn ‘in one day’ (as intimated in Isaiah Ch66:8), when the UN votes were counted
and approved. Much more significant is the Biblically fulfilled prophecy that the Jews will return from the Diaspora prior to the
Christ returning for a second time. The first tetrad after 1493-1494 were the two 20th Century tetrad, the first of which was
over 1949-1950), beginning at Pesach on April 13th1949, following Israel’s blood-soaked War of Independence, and ending
at Succoth (October 7th1949). Only two of the eclipses were repeated twice during this celestial tetrad, once at Pesach (April
2nd1950), followed by Succoth (September 26th1950. Whilst throughout second tetrad of the 20thCentury 1967-1968 an
eclipse was seen over Jerusalem on April 13th1968 only. The second tetrad began on April 4th at Pesach in 1967, which
was just six weeks after the surrounding Arab nations had invaded Israel, in what became the intense Six Day War, which
resulted in the liberation of Jerusalem’s walled Old City and of Judea and Samaria, the Golan Heights and the Sinai
Peninsula. Despite the wars short length, it left almost 1,000 Israelis dead and over 4,500 injured; whilst many Arab soldiers
and civilians were either killed or wounded in the two described 20th Century wars, whilst many Hizballah terrorists (I’m sorry
but this is how I record my spelling of their name (which I hold in contempt, despite having seen the name of this terrorist outfit
spelt several other ways). fled from the West Bank becoming refugees with their families in Lebanon and Syria. The period of
time taken to win this battle mirrored the six days of fighting of the Israelites to capture Jericho following the wilderness
wanderings, which had been overseen by an anthropomorphism of Jesus disguised as the commander of the army of the
Lord, Joshua Ch5:14 and Ch6). My spiritual antennae has concluded that the tetrad of 49/50 was to encourage the Jews living
in their ancestral homeland, whilst the second tetrad of 67/68 was a trumpet call for the reluctant Jewish family (who would
have seen or read of these ‘feast anniversary eclipses’), to make aliyah to their homeland as soon as possible!!
In 1956 Switzerland-born Jew, Gustav Scheller, a messianic believer in Christ, together with his wife Elsa became residents
the UK. As far as they knew the move was undertaken in faith through prayer in order to build up a travel and tour operating
company. In the late 1980’s the Lord had prompted Gustav to sell his successful English language school in Bournemouth,
and invest the proceeds in another property which could be better used for God’s purposes. Elsa received revelation directing
her to 1 Samuel Ch7:12 “Ebenezer (stone of help) thus far has the Lord helped us.” The new property they moved into was
named Ebenezer House, and the Ebenezer Trust was born! Initially Gustav had turned to the Jewish Agency to see how
the Jewish olim of Eastern Europe could be sponsored in air travel from Budapest; and this was how and when ‘Operation
Exodus’ was birthed, and the Ebenezer Emergency Fund came into being. The second major wave of returnee of ‘aliyahmakers’ had been enhanced by Iraqi Pres. Saddam Hussein reacting to America’s response on his army’s invasion of
Kuwait, by threatening to bomb Israel with Scud missile attacks. 120 prayer intercessors from many nations had gathered in
Jerusalem for the annual Intercessory Prayer Conference, which was held during one of these attacks, when the delegates
had to take shelter wearing gas masks. Bizarrely it was at this time that 62 year-old Gustav received his commission from God
advising it was time for the faithful Gentiles to ferry the Jews from the disintegrating Soviet Union to Israel by sea. Gustav
shared his revelation with the attendees, who tested Scheller’s prophecy using the principal of 1 John Ch4:1-6; before
prayerfully agreeing to give their financial support, believing that God was directing them to Isaiah Ch60:9:-“The ships of
Tarshish will come first”. It took a while for Gustav to accept the prayerful views of his fellow delegates who suggested the
use of a passenger ship to ferry Jews from former Russian states to Israel. Gustav agreed that this was sound advice and he
chartered a passenger ship from Greece! The second exodus (from Russia by sea-going passenger vessels), the financially
supported and administratively managed operation began From the spring of 1991, three trial sailings, and three flights took
place, in transporting 720 olim from the Ukrainian port of Odessa, where a number of land bases were being established to
accommodate the families of the olim that quickly multiplied in numbers sharing the desire to make aliyah. By the end of 2006,
120,000 Russian Jews through 123 sailings had sailed to Israel, whilst 500,000 others were transported by air; many of whom
have since become believers in Christ. Between 1993 and 2004, regular sailings carried a total of 41,033 olim, whilst 88,000
olim were flown to Israel, paid for by the Jewish Agency, with considerable financial support in humanitarian aid from the
Ebenezer’s Emergency Fund and their Christian ’fishermen’ supporters. Undoubtedly there was no argument to the fact that
the Diaspora Jews of Europe had returned to eretz Israel legally, through God’s timing, and Bible prophecy. The third of the
triads of the 20/21 Century tetrads began at Pesach in 2014. A total lunar eclipse occurred at Rosh HaShanah on September
13th2015, (the Feast of Trumpets aka the Feast of Booths), which followed on September 22-23rd by Yom Kippur (the Day
of Atonement on Tishrei 10, which begin on Tishrei 1 [aka the 10 days of repentance each year, the last day of which is
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known as ‘the day of release on each 49th year proclaiming the Year of Jubilee]. The period from Tishrei 3-9 [inclusive]
covers one week; traditionally of Jewish wedding receptions that always last for a full week, and it is believed that the
“heavenly wedding” celebration is similarly completed on Tishrei 9, when the guests return to their homes, to prepare for
Succoth [the Feast of Tabernacles], the final autumn feast that celebrate the final harvesting of redeemed mankind). I
believe that the Unholy Trinity will become recognisable to the watchmen before the Great Tribulation begins, I expect that
Satan will be disguised through totally taking possession of a living-man’s body (owing to the fact that an undisguised evil
apparition would be terrifying to look upon). This evil apparition will be the ’third ‘frog’ of the ‘Unholy Trinity’ (Revelation Ch
16:13), who on appearance apparently holds the answers to mankind’s worldly problems. But if this is so, why there are no
other tetrads observable in future years by NASA? They cease at this point in time. On this observation I will return to the
events that transpired surrounding the Tel-Aviv mass shooting!
An indictment was filed by Israel’s courts on July 4th 2016, revealing that the two Arab cousins involved, Khalid and Mahmoud
Mehamara (both aged 21), from the village of Yatta in Judea. They had whilst studying in Jordan become radically inspired by
the Islamic terrorist group Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (IS or ISIS). Investigators disclosed that the cousins had been
assisted by a 21 year old friend Ayash Musa Zayn in the planning of the attack. It was he that had procured the firearms used
in the shootings, but did not join his friends for what the Shin Bet (Israel’s security agency) termed as ‘technical reasons’. The
cousins were assisted by Salim Mognam (aged 23) as a replacement accomplice. The three had entered the southern Hebron
Hills through a breach in the security fence. They were arrested and have been charged with four counts of murder, 41 counts
of attempted murder, and conspiracy to commit murder, for which they will eventually be imprisoned.
The (Christian) fishermen have been since been replaced through the Arab Spring of 2010, by the anti-Semitic Western nonChristian hunters (who support the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) movement, and those political and financial
moguls and institutions, who are promoting an Israel government concessionary’ withdrawal from East Jerusalem, but by force
if opposed, prophesied by Jeremiah Ch16:16f, to occur prior to the Christ’s ‘Second Coming)’, and of Christ’s response in
verse 17! In 2002 an interview of Sheikh Hassan Nasrullah (leader of Hizballah was reported by the Lebanon Daily Star as
saying:- “If the Jews all gather together in Israel, it will save us the trouble of hunting them world-wide.” The IS hunters
have mingled amongst the genuine Muslim refugees entering into Europe in their thousands from the increasingly successful
IS armies, who since the Arab Spring of 2010 began; following the ‘unacceptable’ dictatorships of Libya, Egypt and Iraq
being ‘removed from office by western political agreement’, a calamitous decision that has rebounded. It was the west’s’ lack
of foresight that allowed the possibility of IS as an invading Arab force, and the Muslim Brotherhood (MB) who both wish to
re-establish the Ottoman Empire. According to the Centre for the Study of Global Christianity at the Gordon-Cromwell
Theological Seminary of Massachusetts, 100,000 Christians across the world have been killed every year since the
Arab Spring began. IS have made a number of concerted attacks on Jews in France, but through greater security by cooperating security services of the European Union (EU), more latterly IS have relied upon indiscriminate violence, in their pandemonical bombing and shooting attacks of targeted areas. Without reason this traumatic panic has been blamed on the
Diaspora Jews of Israel, as the cause of the problem; but IS terrorists are against everyone who do not share their
understanding of (fanatical) Islamic faith. It was the Arab prophet Mohammed on his initial rising to power, that had decreed
“First we will kill the Saturday people (the Jews) and then the Sunday people” (the Gentiles), which has motivated
generations of Moslems. The rise in anti-Semitism amongst secular westerners is rising, resulting in many Jewish families
making aliyah to their ancestral homeland, who following the ending of World War II had settled into communities in the
‘Israeli partitioned area of Palestine’. Initially the return of so many Jews was seen by the Arab nations, as a minor Jewish
victory that would easily be overcome. However the Palestinian Arabs must have been infuriated at the declaration of Israel’s
Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI) by Israeli President (Pres.) Ben Gurian in 1948, that effectively meant that
the two people groups would enter into ‘a war unto death. During the 1949 War of Independence 6,373 Jews had lost their
lives (about 4,000 of them soldiers and around 2,400 civilians), with many more being wounded. However there had been both
miraculous earthly signs of God’s involvement in their support. Arab troops had advanced, cutting the width of country almost
in half by narrowing Israel to a mere nine miles in width, with mountains to the east and the sea behind the defending Jews,
leaving them no space in which to retreat to. At its most populous area West Jerusalem was virtually surrounded by hostile
invading forces; 100,000 civilian Jews had no access to food and water sources. The Six Day War of 1967 resulted in the
liberation of Jerusalem’s walled Old City and of Judea and Samaria, the Golan Heights and the Sinai Peninsula. Despite its
short length, the war left nearly 1,000 Israeli soldiers and civilians dead and over 4,500 injured. It is possible that the
murderous Arab terrorist group IS, who like Hamas, Fatah and Hizballah well-armed terrorist group of Arabs, were obsessed
with their belief in obliterating all Jews from existence. For some unknown reason more latterly the Palestinian Authorities
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(PA) have received international favour from the world’s anti-Semites over what is portrayed as ‘Jewish obstinacy’ rather than
‘Jewish determination’, in refusing to meekly hand over any further of the Promised Land of which their forefathers had been
‘dispossessed’ on being banished to the Diaspora. That land had become an extension of the Ottoman Empire, until it’s
dismembering by the United Kingdom (UK) and its allies following World War I. A ‘tiny portion (23%) of the land that had
been promised by God to Abraham and his seed into eternity, was officially proposed by the UK Cabinet's support for ‘the
establishment in Palestine, of a national home for the Jewish people', which was adopted and approved at the San
Remo Resolution of 1920, and confirmed through the Mandate for Palestine of 1922 that was unanimously adopted
by the LON, the predecessor of the United Nations (UN). 'Israel's lands of 1960', as defined in Basic Law: consists of lands
owned by the following three bodies:- the State of Israel, the JNF that constitutes approximately 13% of the total of Israel
lands, and the Development Authority. The lands owned by the state are the areas of land that became governed by the
British Mandate over Palestine until 1948. These lands constitute about 75% of all Israel-owned land. Until the early 1960’s,
the JNF managed its own land holdings, when it signed a treaty with the State of Israel, agreeing to place its land holdings,
without transferring title, in the hands of the Israel Lands Administration, and its governing body – the Israel Lands
Council. During Israel’s incipient years, and still to some extent today, public land ownership was seen as a key instrument for
achieving the country’s territorial and demographic stabilisation. In the years following the 1948 War of Independence, Israel
sought to establish its legitimate standing within its international borders, borders, of which were (and still are) officially only
armistice lines. This agenda yielded a strong focus on population distribution as widely as possible to the Galilee in the north
and the Negev desert in the south. The goal was to create a Jewish presence in most areas of the country. State control of
land ownership was one of the major tools that enabled the achievement of population distribution and Jewish presence
achievements. The JNF appoints half (less one) of the members of the Council, while the government appoints the other half
(plus one). Ever since the Muslims of Palestine and the surrounding Arab states have remained in contention with the settled
Jews who have sought to defend themselves against fanatical oppression. This has developed into a tactical warfare by the
57 member nations of the Organisation of the Islamic Cooperation (OIC), who are supportive of the PA’s agenda, which is
based on a theory of ‘unjust occupation of Arab land’, as they would have the world believe, but it is historically and legally
untrue!. It was also prophesied (in Nahum Ch1:12-13) that the ‘Ninevites’ (Assyrians, that I believe means their Islamic
successors the OIC), but particularly those of the PA will be cut off, and during the days following the Second Coming, the
Lord will break their strangle-hold on Jewish society. As I have detailed earlier in this footnote, and the Jews are supported by
all Bible-believing Christians, in a world that at best is nominally liberal in its atheism.
Originally the Roadmap Plan initiated by the Quartet had been drafted by the United States (US) Foreign Service Officer
Donald Blome, as a proposed plan for peace to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The principles were first outlined by US
Pres. George W. Bush in a speech on June 24th 2002, advocating an independent Palestinian state living side by side at
peace with Israel’s resident Jews. A draft version of the speech was published on November 14th 2002, with the final edited
version on completion being released by the Quartet on April 30th 2003. The four Quartet participants in the plan’s
development, were the US, the European Union (EU), the UN and Russia, who ever since have sought to enforce the
Roadmap Plan, upon Israel’s coalition Government (as re-occupation is Biblically prophesied to forcibly be initiated, that will
result in the Messiah’s Second Coming to protect His people [Zechariah Ch12:8f]). It is currently the UN’s plan for East
Jerusalem to become the ‘International (holy) City of the three mono-theistic faiths’, under the overall control and supervision
of the UN (who frankly cannot guarantee a future peaceful existence for the Jewish residents). This turn of events is now
highly unlikely, since the threatening ‘new’ initiative underway at the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation (UNESCO) Council Meeting in Geneva. A resolution is planned to strip the Temple Mount of every vestige of
its Jewish history, and would make it an exclusively Muslim holy site No, Mohammed’s rhetoric, has no Islamic historical
foundations, or excavated mosques being discovered in Israel. The initiative of ancient ownership is spearheaded by the PA
and the Kingdom of Jordan, with OIC support. This attack against the (diminutive land mass of Israel today might prove to
be significant, and prove to be the death blow to the Quartet’s plans, which demand Israel’s submission to return to pre-1967
boundaries. To my mind this latest objective is devilishly inevitable, (I use the adjective advisedly). This defiance
(rebelliousness against the triune omniscient, omnipotent God of the Bible), on being put into operation will provoke the
Covenant of Death of Isaiah Ch28:15; in mankind’s increasing anti-Semitic rebellion against God. I am of the opinion that
since the original objective of the Quartet’s 2003 decision, both politically and through religious sensitivity has accepted a
change of emphasis, because all national leaders represented at these UNESCO Council Meetings, are aware that the
“moderate” PA Chairman Abbas is not himself an armed Fatah terrorist), but he does share the hatred expressed through the
Fatah terrorist wing of the Party that keep Abbas in power. A post appeared on the official Facebook page of Abbas’ Fatah
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faction, which highlights that under Abbas’ guidance it’s most cherished achievements as killing 11,000 Israelis. Abbas is
attempting during the long delayed election due on October 8th to solicit the votes of Fatah supporters’ who live in the West
Bank. It is widely reported that Fatah is concerned about losing to Hamas in several key ‘West Bank’ municipalities (as it did
in the Gaza Strip elections). I assume it is insignificant to Israel which terrorist group wins the West Bank Election. The Israeli
Government is aware of all campaigning competitors, but is not about to meekly give-up its ownership rights to the Temple
Mount (as part of the old city of East Jerusalem), whichever terrorist organisation is elected. However the Quartet has
misjudged the determination of the increasing number of endemic families of patriotic Jews, who have recently returned, who
have become the majority of Israelites, who are adamantly and obstinately resilient nationally (despite the undeniable fact that
a number of Jewish young adults, who had arrived in Israel as children, have chosen to re-enter the Diaspora, just as many of
the international youth have done, in seeking to travel the world). A further analogy, this time of an Olympic runner passing on
the baton in an Olympic relay race (a baton in the hand of evangelist Prime Minister [PM] Netanyahu of Israel, whom I
believe to have become a closet Christian, through awareness that he has been given the honour he shares of leading his
country, in preparing the people he represents, by praying to God for guidance, and quotes Biblical experiences, delivered by
King David. ‘Binny’ recently likened the current situation of the millions of Jews who had died in the Holocaust of World War II,
publicly stating, that their ‘dry bones’ will be resurrected, paralleling what the Lord prophesied through the Hebrew prophet
quoting from Ezekiel Ch37:12, over what at the Christ’s return would happen in support of the ‘chosen people’s situation
(confirmed by Matthew Ch23:39, alluding to Jesus the redeemers’ initial, largely unacceptable personal involvement against
UN leaders agreed policy. It is absolutely certain that during His visitation to Israel as the suffering servant, Luke Ch’s13:35,
Ch19:44) Christ’s death was a substitution in place of mankind’s eternal death. Subsequently the enlightened patriotic
residential non-believing Jews of Israel, and an increasing number of former Islamic Druze and Palestinian repentant Arabs,
are to be converted to become believers in Christ as the Sovereign Lord (as prophesied in Ezekiel Ch36:24f). Despite wars
and continuous vitriolic threats against Israel of constant nuclear and rocket attacks by Iran’s leaders, and from increasing
terror threats from the PA leader Abbas, who has never publicly condemned terrorist attacks, many Palestinians are turning to
Christ. Israel’s PM Netanyahu remains resolute; he is personally unafraid to strike a satisfactory agreement to give up some
land, unless there is a proviso that Israel is given a sizeable acreage equivalent to the financial input successive Israeli
governments have invested into East Jerusalem. His dependence is through faith in God’s omnipotence of protecting His
people, who live in East Jerusalem, providing he secures alternative Israeli land that will better protect Israel’s borders from
infantry attack. ‘Re-occupation without recompense’ is not on Netanyahu’s agenda.
During a family holiday in Eilat (15th-29th December 1994), whilst flying from Ben Gurian Airport, I received a familiar sound of
a supernatural humming, as insistent as a telephone needing answering! Christ the Lord told me:-“ I will not allow any
further stealing of My land, and the chosen people of My promise, without judgement. I have appointed Binyamin
Netanyahu, as PM who will receive My wisdom, in protecting and uniting My people, who should not doubt My word,
for it will be fulfilled.” More recently I received a ‘word of knowledge’ that Binny’ had sought God’s advice in prayer (as had
King David in 2Samuel Ch5-17), and had similarly been told how and when best to frustrate an enemy attack and instructed to
‘Listen for the sound of marching in the balsam trees’. Which was similar to the words Christ had given to me on my
awakening on the first morning in Haifa (on November 1st 1994) of a Shoresh tour (organised by Christchurch) in telling me
to:-“Listen for the sound in the trees of the wind.” So although the footnote is not ended, the subsequent history of Jacob’
grandson Ephraim, in handing over the baton to the Puritans of Great Britain has been detailed in full.
On September 13th 2015 Abbas called for a terror surge (in what has developed into the third intafada) as a paramount
objective for all Muslim Arab civilians, of either sex and of every age, against every Jew similarly. This proclamation has since
resulted in the death of 40 Jewish Israeli civilians, and 511 being injured. Altogether there have been 155 successful stabbing
attacks, from which those injured have recovered, and 76 failed attempts; plus 96 shootings; 45 vehicular (ramming) attacks;
and one bus bombing, carried out, in support of their long-held hatred of the Jewish race. (Reported in the Times of Israel,
and issued by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs), and has raged on continuously since.
On July 1st 2016, the Quartet issued a report that included withering criticism of the PA’s incitement of violence against Israel,
and the glorifying of the terror of this intafada. Abbas has refused to condemn the continuous wave of terror that he has
incited, and which he could easily stop. Such a course of action would enable the UN to insist on Israel’s Government
agreeing to the UN’s demands, or at least to re-open negotiations over land disbursement. Abbas has ignored the Quartet’s
criticism that has increased since the public criticism, which surely is the result of hearing the new plans being sought by the
57 nations of the OIC. Viral broadcasting on Palestinian TV advocating hatred and death of all occupying and Diaspora Jews
still continues. Abbas’ defiance has resulted in the killing of a 13-year-old Israeli girl Hallel Yaffa Ariel on June 30th, following
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her killer Mohammed Tarayra’s infiltration into the West Bank settlement of Kiryat Arba near Hebron, and entered the home
through an open window. This was soon followed by the murder of Rabbi Michael 'Miki' Mark aged 48, who was the directorgeneral of the Otniel Yeshiva (school), and the father of 10 children. On July 12th ‘Miki’ was killed by an Arab gunman, whilst
driving his car, which subsequently crashed on Route 60 in the South Hebron Hills, near the Aduraim Junction. His wife and
two of their children, ages 14 and 15, were passengers, were shot or wounded in the crash. ‘Miki’s’ shocked wife was
medically induced into a coma, from which she has since fully recovered. The anarchist was tracked down and shot dead
whilst resisting arrest. Miki’s family had been attacked in their own homeland by Muslim Arabs, just for being Jewish. Civilian
Jews are determinately arming themselves, to frustrate future unprovoked attacks. The incentive for these inhuman attacks by
Muslims on innocent Jewish civilians is that the killers of Jew are rewarded by being considered as 'martyrs' by their political
masters, for the pain inflicted on their Jewish neighbours, who Muslim Arabs have been groomed through social media to
regard as enemies. Should these potential ‘martyrs’ being killed or captured in such attacks, their families receive a monthly
‘honorarium’ from the PA government. Palestinian prisoners or the families of those martyred are actually paid higher amounts
through honorariums than most Palestinians have ever earned as wages, in this land of high unemployment. The Australian
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) has suspended funding of World Vision programs in the Gaza Strip, and
the West Bank, after the head of the charity in Gaza was charged by Israel with providing funds to Hamas. DFAT said, "Any
diversion of the generous support of the Australian and international community for military or terrorist purposes by
Hamas is to be deplored and can only harm the Palestinian people”. The mother of Mohammed Tarayra, who had
stabbed the 13-year-old Israeli sleeping girl, in her bed alone in her house, told a local news outlet: "My son is a hero. He
made me proud." The mother will no doubt soon receive a monthly cheque from the PA, trumpeting the honour of her son's
‘achievement’. Christians across the world are urged to continue in prayer to The Lord that the outrageous payments (given as
rewards, that only encourage future attacks), will cease: and the honouring of Palestinian Muslim Arab civilians who have
murdered, injured or failed in their attempts of acts of terror against the civilian Israeli Jews. Those Muslims who have been
arrested and charged, who are serving time in Israeli prisons for their crime, are similarly rewarded with honorariums. I have
prayed earnestly in faith to our Divine God Jesus the Christ, that governments of non-Arab nations, sympathetic to the PA’s
cause, could result in a withdrawal of their governments foreign-aid budget support, which is innocently sent to the PA, to
improve the living standards of the destitute Arab families living in ‘Jewish occupied land’ On August 6th I received an answer
to my prayer through the exposure by Tel Aviv-based civil rights group Shurat Hadin, notifying the Australian Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) that its aid donations administrated by the charity World Vision (that is the active arm of
the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine, together with other terror groups, was. surreptitiously being transferred to
the Popular Front. DFAT’s response was:- "Any diversion of the generous support of Australia and the international
community, used for military or terrorist purposes by terrorists is to be deplored and can only harm the Palestinian
people.", and has suspended funding of World Vision programs. Nitsana Darshan-Leitner, head of the Israeli Law Centre
said:- "I believe this exposure to be a turning point in the struggle to deprive terrorists of the oxygen they receive in
the form of aid. People are beginning to understand that aid to Gaza and the West Bank means money to kill Jews."
The head (the wage earner) of most civilian Arab families is often unemployed, but the PA leadership, has a different objective
in mind for the money received through non-Islamic nations donations. In response to the harsh warning of the Quartet, a
spokesperson of the PM's Office of Israel announced: “Israel welcomes the Quartet's recognition of the centrality of
Palestinian incitement and violence to the perpetuation of the conflict. This culture of hatred poisons minds and
destroys lives; and stands as the single greatest obstacle to progress towards peace. Israel shares the Quartet's
historical commitment of advancing Israeli-Palestinian peace through direct, bilateral negotiations without
preconditions. In previous agreements, Israel and the Palestinians committed to discuss every difficult issue
exclusively through direct, bilateral negotiations. Nevertheless, the record shows a history of repeated Palestinian
rejection of offers to negotiate and compromise from Israeli governments across the political spectrum. The failure of
the Quartet to address the real core of the conflict, and the persistent Palestinian refusal to recognise Israel as the
nation-state of the Jewish people in any boundaries is regretted. The report also perpetuates the myth that Israeli
construction of settlements in the West Bank (Judea and Samaria) was an obstacle to peace. It is troubling that the
Quartet appears to have adopted the position that the presence of Jews living in the West Bank (Judea and Samaria)
somehow prevents reaching a two-state solution. When Israel froze settlement construction in Jerusalem, it did not
get peace. When Israel uprooted every settlement in Gaza, it did not lead to peace, but to an increase in rocket
attacks. The presence of nearly 1.8 million Arabs in Israel isn't a barrier to peace; but is a testament to our pluralism
and commitment to equality." Through the continuous pressure exerted by the OIC, supportive of the PA’s claim, that
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Thursday 9th. Our party visited the peak of Mount Precipice in Nazareth (where Jesus was almost thrown from by angry
Rabbis and their supporters (Luke Ch4, website:- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Precipice ). We then travelled to the
Hula Valley Nature Reserve, where we enjoyed a leisurely stroll through acres of recovered swampland in the Reserve,
having many pools, which are inundated by fish. The land has many trees and numerous plants that provided a sanctuary for
both wild animals, and the migrating birds. We ended our stay watching a short enjoyable video, of the many flocks of a
variety of migrating birds, resting before continuing on their often long flights to distant destinations
(website:http://www.goisrael.com/Tourism_Eng/Tourist%20Information/Discover%20Israel//Geographic%20Regions/Pages/Th
e%20Hula%20Valley.aspx ). From here we travelled to Banias National Park, and the waterfall at Caesarea Philippi, where
Simon Peter had acknowledged Jesus to be the divine son of the living God (Matthew Ch16:16) website:Jewish immigrants have no entitlement to any of the illegally awarded land (through the Balfour Declaration of 1917, which
occurred during the same Jubilee cycle as the formation of Zionism), and resulted in 'hundreds of thousands of Jews' making
aliyah to Palestine. However that number of aliyah-making Jews increased throughout World War II, and became firstly a
spring upon the Israeli Defence Forces (IDF) liberating the Old City in 1967. According the British lawyers however, the
Balfour Declaration had not been a legal document, and hence cannot be subject to a lawsuit. The rights of the Jewish
people to their national home in Israel were preserved by Article 80 of the UN charter, and denial of those rights would be
inconsistent with the UN charter and international law. This continuing incitement to violence and hatred (the third intafada
initiated), on July 1st 2016 was officially recognised by the Quartet, as a far cry from the assurance of the PA protagonists of
‘a two states solution of Arab Moslems and Jews living side by side in harmony and peace’. British tax-payers donated funds
that were supportive of establishing a Hamas terrorist base in Gaza'. Millions of pounds were donated to the Christian charity
World Vision were secretly diverted to the Islamist group Hamas, including £60,000 from the UK, that were used to build a
base for terrorist operations; around 60% of the funds meant to ease suffering of Arabs living in the Gaza Strip were instead
(according to Israel’s Intelligence agency Shin Bet), diverted to paying Fatah terrorist salaries, and readying the faction for
further war against Israel. Charity fronted World Vision has denied the allegations, but the case casts a harsh spotlight on
one of the world’s biggest charities. World Vision has an annual budget of more than £2 billion and a roster of celebrity
backers including Bill Clinton, Scarlett Johansson and Justin Bieber (as reported in the UK Telegraph). The Israeli government
has made a strategic decision to bring the remaining 9,000 Jews from Ethiopia back to Israel in an apparent diversionary
tactic, but I believe that I received a ‘word of knowledge’ from Jesus, that following on from PM Netanyahu’s word concerning
the inspiration given to a nation asleep to God’s purposes, and realised that he should not deprive or delay the Jewish
Ethiopian’s right to return to their ancestral homeland. He was being shown that all Diaspora Jews had a right to return to their
national homeland, that he had the ability and the authority to open the door and light the path into heaven of all his brethren
who were anxious to return home, where it would be better for them to die in Christ, as opposed to dying in a foreign land, of
little consequence to them,. What has illuminated the hearts of the generations in exile since the Diaspora began, thousands
of years earlier? It is the knowledge of the triune God’s end of time prophetic promise made through Ezekiel Ch39:28-29
which clearly states:-“I will send My people into exile among the nations, I will gather them to their own land, not
leaving any behind. I will no longer hide My face from My chosen people, for I will pour out My spirit on the house of
Israel, declares the Sovereign Lord.” This declaration leaves me in no doubt that all Israel will return to their promised
homeland, and what is more the inhabitants will all be purified and sanctified. I believe this will occur at the same time as all
the other inhabitants of Jerusalem by the Holy Spirit by grace and supplication, also recognising Christ as their redeeming
Sovereign Lord, with His having frustrated all the surrounding nations that have attacked Jerusalem (Zechariah Ch12:3f). I
imagine Netanyahu had earlier been distracted by the warnings of his assumed Western friends in America, who had sided
with the Arab fraternity, but now ‘Binny’ had an obligatory mission to fulfil. But the seemingly hopeless visionary task had not
been given to me! Netanyahu’s governments have provided homes for many returning Diaspora Jews, despite his being
questioned and warned off (threatened by UN colleagues) from building homes in pre-1967 areas of Jerusalem, by
ambassadors of previously supportive nations. I saw plenty of evidence during this current tour of the provision for welcoming
home those returning Diaspora Jews into their ancestral home. Roads are being turned into dual carriage-ways, high-rise flats
are being built each side of the new dual carriageways, everywhere there was space, and in fact cranes dominated the skies
everywhere we travelled to. I recall tour guide Harrison privately replying to a question of mine with the answer:- “I prefer to
take notice of the multiplying number of cranes building homes, rather than the threats of extinction that hound our
people”. I recall the need to listen for the sound of marching in the balsam trees, that I had received personal experience of in
December 1994, and am well aware that The Lord is the Commander in Chief of Israel’s defence forces. Netanyahu is a man
on a heavenly mission.
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https://www.touristisrael.com/banias-nature-reserve/6233/ ). That evening we listened to a Greek orthodox priest Gabriel
Nadaff, who introduced the idea of allowing ‘domiciled Israeli Arab Christians to join the Israel Defence Forces (IDF).
Following his testimony, we prayed for him and his family’s protection, and all the Arab ‘Palestinians’ who have converted from
their faith from Islam to Christianity (for they cannot repress the urge to give testimony to meeting and becoming Disciples of
Christ!) Many have also joined the united ‘One new-man Church’.

Friday 10th. We checked out of our hotel and travelled to the (probable) location of Armageddon at Megiddo (website :https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Megiddo, and then on to the Atlit Detention Camp Museum and listened to the
harrowing stories of the clandestine immigration of Jews from Europe during World War II, that took place during the British
Mandate (website:- eng.shimur.org/Atlit/). On to Caesarea (Maritima) a city built by King Herod, that became the 'escape
home' from Jerusalem of Pontius Pilate, and where Cornelius was converted (Acts.Ch10). It was also where the carefully
designed coliseum and amphitheatre and the aqueduct were constructed as added features, beside the harbour (website: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4WIu4v7RZM ). Travelling south to Jerusalem, the road was full of slow-moving traffic
travelling northwards towards Haifa and Carmel to the holiday venues, with many family cars, packed with children and
personal possessions. Other cars had only the drivers, returning from their work-place, to collect their own families, before
travelling to their chosen holiday venues. For all Jewish citizens were preparing not only for Shabbath, but also the
forthcoming Shavuot holiday weekend, anxious to get to their holiday destination before the Shabbath officially started at
about 5.30 pm. We reached the 'Shalom' Rimmonim Hotel in Jerusalem (website:- Adbooking.com/Rimonim-JerusalemHotel ), prior to the commencement of Shabbat (invariably ultra-orthodox Jews stop driving from this time until 5.30pm on
Saturday, because all work (which included driving a car) was forbidden during the Sabbath. I recall attending a synagogue
one Friday evening preceding Shavuot with Ray Lockhart (David Pillegi’s predecessor as vicar of Christchurch), where I was
attending a Shoresh Tour and Conference. We walked to where the Ultra Orthodox Jews were hastily entering into the
synagogue’s car park, before the anticipated alarm sounded the deadline across the city; assiduously conforming to the Oral
Law (that I believe was ‘put together’ by the sages [the Tannaim], that developed into the Sanhedrin) of ancient times that
insisted no worshipper should travel by foot or camel for more than a mile to attend the Friday evening Shabbath worship. I
imagine this procedure adopted for the benefit of the lame and the aged, but also advising the community that they all should
reside within a short distance from the synagogue and the yeshiva’s for worship and teaching respectively, and for community
activity (website:- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oral_Torah )2.
.
Saturday June 11th. It was Shavuot (Pentecost). We began the day with a ‘photo-shoot’ of our group on the Mount of
Olives, photos for one’s album, which provides a panoramic view of the old city over-looking Jerusalem (website:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_of_Olives_Jewish_Cemetery ) Returning to our tour party ‘photo-shoot', we then walked
down through the passage alongside the Garden of Gethsemane to the Roman Catholic Dominus Flavit Church (aka the
Tear Drop Church (website:- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dominus_Flevit_Church ), before being driven to the Garden
Tomb, where together we shared communion. We then walked into the walled Old City, through the Suk (Bazaar) following
I have had personal experience of witnessing this law in operation, added to by the Tannaim, didn’t Jesus deny the Oral
Torah through saying “Woe to you hypocritical teachers of the law, you Pharisees are all blind guides and fools,
anxious to win a single convert, who you make twice as much as a son of hell as you collectively are. You shut the
Kingdom of Heaven in men’s faces!!? (Paraphrased from Matthew Ch23:13-17). When staying in a Jewish home at
Succoth, I was asked by my hosts to switch on electric lights to illuminate the flights of stairs separating each stairwell on each
floor of every block of flats after dark, which they had forgotten to do. This is the same law paralleling the ‘work’ involved in
raising and dipping headlights, whist using a motor car, in the late evening. Further to this I also recalled that in 1987 I had first
stayed at the Rimmonim Hotel in Jerusalem on my first ever tour of Israel; when my wife and I first visited Israel as part of a
two-coach-load tourist party from by the Bethany Christian Fellowship (80-90 Christians sharing the enjoyment of Israel’s
40th anniversary celebration of UDI from Palestine, which the UN endorsed subject to boundary clarification by both Arabs and
Jewish leadership). In visiting Israel in both 1993 and 1994 I had shared a meal at the home of Ali Khweis the Arab prophet
and his family, who lived on the Mount of Olives; and on the occasion of PM) Yitzhak Rabin’s assassination (on November
4th 1995), I had shared an eventful week of mission here with Pastor Werner Oder, and five other evangelists, ministering to
Arabs under the leadership of American evangelist Christine Darg. Our task was to hand out written invitations to the Arabs
who live on the Mount to join us for a meal in the (hired) garden of a hotel, during one of the coming event-filled evenings. At
which time we shared testimonies of our salvation before praying for those who came forward for personal prayer.
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The Way of Sorrow (via the Dolorosa that Jesus painfully carried His cross through (website:landlopers.com/2011/.../walking-via-dolorosa-stations-cross-jerusalem-guid...). Following which we visited the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre and continued through to the Temple Mount, a short walk through Zion Gate to the Upper Room and the St
Peter of Galicantu Church (website:- http://www.stpeter-gallicantu.org ). We then drove to the house of High Priest
Caiaphus, where Jesus was found guilty of blasphemy and condemned to a lingering death on the cross (website:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dzQEAgog1Y) it was possible to identify the Succat Hallel (translates as the
Tabernacle of Praise) Prayer Centre that Rick and Patti Ridings supervise on the far side of the steep ravine of the Kidron
Valley facing the Temple Mount (website:- www.succathallel.com ).

Sunday June 12th. We travelled to the nearby Yad Vashem Centre (aka the Holocaust Museum website:http://www.yadvashem.org)4 The gardens of the Museum had been developed as a memorial and a tribute, honouring both
those many Gentiles who had assisted in ensuring that children of Jewish parents; who were sent as evacuees from Germany
as foster children to the UK and to other non-Islamic nations in non-occupied Gentile majority nations. The objective was
always to save the Jewish race from Hitler’s plan of obliteration of the Jewish race, which was allied with the many Gentile
sympathisers of Jews in Nazi occupied lands, who provided temporary escape homes for fleeing Jewish escapees, despite
the known risk of being shot (for ‘assisting Nazi’s enemies’). European Diaspora Jews had suffered inhumanly through Hitler’s
‘Final Solution’ to solving his perception of the ‘Jewish problem’, during World War II3), from where the majority of our party
said their goodbyes to the few remaining; for the majority were returning to the UK later that day. On the remainder of our tour
our smaller party travelled in a smaller coach, in which our reduced in numbers party traversed across Jerusalem, to the
border into Palestine at Bethlehem. We visited Beit Al Aliqa, (translates in Arabic as ‘the House of Meeting’).This vision given
by The Lord to the Christian Palestinian Messianic believer Johnny Shahwan mushroomed has mushroomed from 1996, at
the time of the 168 days of curfews on Bethlehem being handed over to the PA. A house honouring God was to be built. The
programme started its existence as a rented café in the Bethlehem district of Beit Jala, but through donations, in 2000 a large
piece of land (3000 square mtrs) was bought, on which the vision expanded through reaching out to the parents of the
younger children of the Arab families who live in the locality. We watched a video of the enterprise’s mushrooming growth, in
reaching out to the community. We then were shown over the premises, and learning from the director’s son-in-law of their
future plans for youth work growth (website:- http://www.beitliqa.org), following which we visited the Shepherds Field, where
the angel appeared before the shepherds, and told them of Christ’s birth in a manger of what was then the adjoining town
(Luke Ch2:9), before visiting the Church of the Nativity, which I hadn't visited since Christmas Day in 1994, before the
border controls had been installed. After lunch we returned to our hotel, following a long period of queuing at the checkpoint.

Monday June 13th. Our much smaller party visited the Ad Halom Memorial Hall Museum in Tel-Aviv (website:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ad_Halom . The spokesman turned on the video, and then followed its ending by addressing his
audience of the events surrounding the signing and proclamation of the Declaration of Israel’s Independence by President
Ben Gurian in 1948. It was much more effusively patriotic of the outcome of the War for Independence against the six
surrounding attacking Arab nations that transpired. Inspired by the determination of the armed Palmach soldiers, whose forces
were much smaller in numbers than those of the surrounding Islamic nations that supported their fellow Muslims; it seems
improbable that the Jewish freedom fighters could emerge victorious; many of whom lost their lives, could more than had been
emphasised by the guide of my earlier 2013 tour. I can only assume that the Israeli government have changed the message
previously delivered to visitors, owing to the increase in global anti-Semitism that seems to be supported by the UN, who for
years have attempted to persuade Israel to relinquish East Jerusalem to the PA in order for what is referred to as the ‘old city’
to become the capital city of Palestine, as well as possibly becoming an international city. We encountered several other
Christian tour parties from many other nations, at several of the locations and hotels we visited. No doubt all listeners became
better informed of the degree of patriotism of the current Knesset PM ‘Binny’ Netanyahu, his military forces and the majority of
Psalm 102 is a prophecy addresses the ending of the Holocaust catastrophe, preceding the return from the Diaspora (the
aliyah) to the Promised Land for the second time (supported by Isaiah Ch11:11, verse 22 of this Psalm speaks of those so
gathered (acknowledging Jesus Christ’s return for His Chosen People, both before and throughout the Great Tribulation,
confirming Jeremiah Ch25:31-34). Thus pointing out that the New Testament is an extension of the Old Testament, and that
the Abrahamic covenant; extends from the olive tree of Jewish roots, to include the ingrafted Gentiles that have been
redeemed through grace, that are commensurate with the dictated written laws narrated by The Father to Moses contained in
the Torah.
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the Jewish population are stirred by; details of which I have included into a book that I am compiling. From here we visited the
Ayalon Institute at Rehovot, which I had previously had no knowledge of or its historical and productive activities until this
day! This despite having often visited this town, to stay at the home of my Russian Jewish friends Sasha and Irene Weinberg,
both pharmacists, who had made Aliyah to Israel 14 years earlier. Our coach party were here to visit a secretive underground
bullet factory, where both volunteer male and female patriots had manufactured bullets in extremely unpleasantly warm
conditions, over many hours each day. The bullets produced were supplied to the Palmach surreptitiously, even before the
Declaration of Independence had been announced. After this revealing visit we travelled southwards to the Leonardo hotel
in the peaceful and traffic-free sea-side resort of Ashkelon (website: - www.fattal-hotels.com/Leonardo_Ashkelon); where
several of us took advantage of the opportunity for a swim in the harbour. The beach was predominately filled with Jewish
residential and families on holiday. I met some archaeologists staying at our hotel who were working on an archaeological dig
in Ashkelon National Park (website: - http://archaeologynewsreport.blogspot.co.uk), where they discovered the skeletal
remains of ancient Philistines, that provided evidence of agricultural and demographics of pre-biblical history, that as yet have
not been fully analysed.
Tuesday June 14th. Our coach transported us to the areas of Kibbutz Nagba and Nitzanim, where some of the fiercest
battles for independence had taken place, (website:- https//en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OperationShmone) of which I had previously
known nothing. We then travelled to Beersheva (which translates as ‘the seventh Well’), to visit Abraham’s Well, the home of
the Patriarch, and also to the World War I Cemetery, of the Anzac and British troops, that had died during World War I, which
are studiously and respectfully maintained in good order, paid for by British government donations (website :http://www.ww1cemeteries.com/other_cemeteries_ext/beersheba_war_cemetery.htm). We then were transported to the hotel
where we stayed for two nights.

Wednesday June 15th. Having checked out of our hotel, our coach transported us to the Sderot police station car park, where
a collection of Qassam missiles deployed by the Izz ad-Din al Qassam Brigades (the military arm of the Hamas terrorists, that
have regularly been fired indiscriminately from the Gaza Strip (website :-https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qassam_rocket).
Fortunately mostly exploding harmlessly in fields; but nevertheless they give a warning of the need for vigilance against any
anarchistic attacks (website: - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BD-Wtd6rYU). We then visited the nearby ‘temporary’
homesteads, hastily erected in 2005 (11 years previously), to provide several safe community kibbutz/settlements for the
8,000 Jewish families who had been forced from their permanent homes in the Gaza Strip during August 2005. The elected
coalition government of Israel’s PM Ariel Sharon, who had bowed to the pressure exerted by the American Government,
who supported the PA in: forcing through the unacceptable Geneva Accord (aka the Roadmap Plan). The mass evacuation
(forced through despite many well-supported public protests, hade been embarrassingly delayed by Sharon, due to the date
‘coinciding’ with Av 9 (Tisha B’Av), the date being the date of so many previous Jewish tragedies! The removal was delayed
until August 16th 2005), being completed on the sixth day (August 22nd), thankfully without bloodshed, but with much
mourning. The Israeli Government had effectively ceded full internal control of the Gaza Strip to the PA; increasing the
percentage of land occupied by the PA from 60% to 100%, but with Israel retaining control of Gaza’s borders including air and
sea access). 50,000 IDF troops were deployed to forcibly evict all 8,000 Jewish residents (mostly Diaspora Jewish settlers
who had made aliyah into Israel); they had established their integrated community family homes in 21 pioneering settlements
in the Gaza strip. All of which had developed over the years, from cultivating the land agriculturally into individual thriving
communities, developing flourishing and expanding industries, retail shops, and the ancillary trades. Four other Jewish
settlements in Samaria were also handed over to the PA, causing a similar disruptive heartbreaking experience. Those Jewish
settlers, harshly forced from their homes, on the first day, were given only two hours notice I assume, that the administrators
of the operation, knew exactly how many homes would need to be evacuated, and how many were to be housed in short-term
hotels, or temporary constructions of communities of mobile or constructed temporary homes, and even which of those had
their own transport (at least that is what I would envisage as being the most considerate way to handle this Exodus!!) Probably
the first to be removed from their homes would have been the unmarried adults, and the old-aged followed by couples without
children. Presumably those with their own transport, loaded with their own possessions would follow in military convoy to
allocated hotels; whilst those without transport were loaded onto military transport, to be taken to their ‘short-stay’ hotels with
the possessions that could be easily carried in suitcases. All so evacuated were heartbroken over their wrenching away from
their familiar environment, and all of the working-age necessarily applying for future employment. All settlers were forced to
leave valuable hard-fought for mortgaged or paid-for homes, quite apart from losing their secure remunerated employment. All
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were provided with temporary free accommodation in hotels, receiving assurance that they would soon be re-housed in their
own new permanent homes, which if it happened, it did so through Israel’s miracle-working God.
The settlers families had (under government orders), if objecting to the two-hour slot allowed to gather up their children’s toys,
their possessions and the family’s clothing; were forced from their homes at gunpoint, and marched by soldiers onto military
vehicles; leaving behind precious memories of the recent years of inter-race peace. The PA had inflicted this chaos onto this
amalgamated community. Our tour-group watched a video of the heart-breaking evacuation, presented by one of the
evacuees, a mother with six children, and many of us were disturbed, whilst some were openly weeping. We later visited
Safed and spent time in the Church, where services are conducted in Aramaic, and where we all repeated parrot fashion the
Lord’s Prayer in the Aramaic language, under the guidance of Shadi Khalloul, Chairman and Founder of the Aramaic Israeli
Christian Association (ICAA). He has obtained government permission for Arab Christian members attending this church to
be registered as Aramaic Christians. The CFI intend to support the Aramaic-speaking families, each year in registering 100
families of the 5,000 that are known of, to be legally recognised as a new Aramaic Christian minority ethnic group, who are
currently mistakenly registered as Arabs and accepted as such by both Palestinian Arabs and Jews. Our coach then carried
us to what had formerly been the checkpoint between the Israeli and Jordanian sectors of Jerusalem at Mandelbaum Gate
(website:- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandelbaum_Gate) and Ammunition Hill Museum (website:- en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Battle of Ammunition Hill). We then drove on to the Taggart Fort at Latrun, which is an aeroplane and tank Museum
(website:-www.yadlashiryon.com/show_item.asp?levelId=64950&itemId=2030 ). Our guide was a female soldier conscripted
to serve her time of national service, who turned out to be a Messianic believer in Christ; we then travelled into Jerusalem,
where we parted company from our fellow tourists who were returning home. The four of us, Rose, Jeannie, Jacob and I
settled into our (last of the tour) hotel the Ramat Rachel, to attend the Christian Friends of Israel’s (CFI) annual
Conference that evening, when Sharon Sanders spoke after our evening meal to those attending the Conference, before we
all retired to our beds’ 4.

Thursday June 16th. The four of us, plus a few other attendees at the Conference were hosted by Ray and Sharon’ daughter
Stacey, and her husband Kevin Howard, part of the Jerusalem leadership of CFI’s Jerusalem office. We shared brunch with
In my prayer closet that night, I recalled that this was my fourth Shavuot visit to Israel, the first occasion having been on May
26th 2004, when I was part of the congregation in an open-air service on the Hudna Steps (beside the entrance to the Mosque
on the Temple Mount), that was conducted by my fellow New Frontiersman and pastor Greg Haslam. After the service whilst
taking photographs of the view looking across the Kidron Valley ravine to the village of Silwan (Emek Ha Melech aka King
[Solomon’s] Gardens (on translation as identified as being, between Silwan village, which is east of the Dung Gate and south
of the Al Aqsa Mosque). In 1881, owing to an all-encompassing compelling belief in the imminent arrival of the Messiah in
Jerusalem, the Yemeni Jews made an en-mass decision to make aliyah; travelling overland through the merciless desert with
their families, and forming a settlement in what became the village of Silwan, a province of East Jerusalem that is today
disputed by Palestinians as ‘occupied territory’. On my way back to Christchurch, I took some photographs of Silwan across
the Kidron Valley, when the picture changed into an earthquake!! Lord Jesus instructed me to call the envisioned earthquake
into being, which at that time I chose not to do, because I hated the thought of the probability of many people dying in such an
event. My next visit to the Temple Mount had been a year later on June 13th 2005; of course I was aware that this earthquake
would not occur until The Sovereign Lord’s feet touched down onto the Mount of Olives, as Israel’s enemy gather for their
attack (Zechariah Ch14:1f), and that I was once again receiving an underserved blessing of God’s grace. I had meanwhile
received a revelatory ‘word of knowledge’, directing me to Philippians Ch1:21-29, in which Paul extolled the virtue that whether
a believer lives or dies, service to Christ whether in ill-health, death or poverty; loving and serving others, was to be an active
objective in the sacrifice of faith in serving Christ. This is part of the commission of living the whole of one’s earthly life
pleasing the redeeming God. It was also clear from Ezekiel Ch37:1-14, that the bones of the redeemed in Christ will live into
eternity, and so I willingly complied with His earlier instruction. As usual when visiting I had reserved a room at Christchurch
(website:- www.cmj-israel.org ), where I always reserved in advance a single room for my visits to the Old City, during times of
attending Conferences.. But on the 2005 visit I befriended Martin Charlesworth, the second leading New Frontiersman I had
met in Israel over two successive years, during conversation over meals I had told him of the purpose for my visit. My third
Shavuot anniversary visit (in May 15th-25th 2013) had been part of a prayer tour assignment, with the Olive Tree Foundation
(website:-www.seagravenurseries.co.uk/ ) that was focussed on the increasing signs of racial integration, combined with the
expansion of the One New-man-Church of Arabic and Messianic Jewish believers, and the increasing number of aliyahreturnees, which had the concern of my last commission from the Lord, prior to my current visit.
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the Russian holocaust community in their social centre, before returning to our hotel to attend a lecture by CBN presenter and
journalist Chris Mitchell, a leader of Zaka International, the ‘go anywhere at any time’ Search and Rescue and Relief Unit’,
under any urgent circumstances, in any nation,
regardless of personal danger (website:https://www.zaka.us/ZAKA_INTERNATIONAL_RESCUE_UNIT). This emergency service is recognised as a world leading unit
response to urgent appeals by nations who have suffered a major weather disaster such as an earthquake, tsunami or
hurricane. Their response team provides Israeli tents, hospital facilities, and medical staff, immediately on arrival by air in any
country, and how extensive the tragedy. That evening we attended Rick Riding’s House of Prayer, in which the chapel
window provided a panoramic view overlooking the Kidron Valley, glass panels from floor to ceiling, and wall to wall,
overlooking the Kidron Valley, having the backdrop of the lit-up Temple Mount as a ‘backdrop’. Rick spoke of the three
significant periods of aliyah that have occurred throughout the Israel’s recent 150 years, amplifying my concern over the
housing of the many Diaspora returnees that would come to reside in a decreasing area of Jewish self-government.
.
Friday June 17th. We travelled to the Jerusalem office of the CFI, where after hearing some testimonies we were shown
around the small complex. Some of us then travelled by public bus to the impressive Menachem Begin Heritage Centre, and
enjoyed a video of the history of its founder (website:- www.begincenter.org.il), and then we caught another bus to The Jaffa
Gate (website :- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaffa_Gate), which is only 200 mtrs from Christchurch where we had lunch. I
had a short reminiscent nose around, and briefly greeted a long-term friend, David Pileggi, before our group hired a taxi back
to our hotel, where we had time to visit the swimming pool in the hotel’s extensive grounds. In the evening of Shabbat the
Conference participants were hosted by a family of Jewish immigrants who had recently made aliyah into their homeland, who
provided a Shabbat meal and gave their personal testimony. I had needed to opt out, in order to pray over several recent
experiences. I spent several hours reflecting in my room, reflecting over not only the panoramic view, from the windows of
Rick Ridings’ prayer centre; but the build-up of what I had learned concerning my earlier not previously fathomed
assignments. I was also blessed that evening as the sun went down, by the view from my bedroom window, on recalling what
America’s Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice’ had said, following the Gaza Strip debacle. She had firmly publicly said on
behalf of the then American Government that “Withdrawal cannot be from Gaza only5.
Previous to this mass Exodus, every uprooted Jewish settler that I witnessed being evicted in distress through the video on
Tuesday, had previously earned the respect of their Arab cohabitants over many years of ‘harmonious neighbourliness’ if not
friendship; together their kids swam and surf-boarded in the sea; on land they played together’ as friends. More factually
provable is that Jewish agriculturist farmers had strengthened the economy of this region, through providing employment for
200,000 Arabs, on land purchased from Arab owners. Having cultured 1,000 acres of the land, into producing and marketing
food products, these entrepreneurs had built greenhouses, covering many acres of agricultural land, which produced 70% of
Israel’s organic products, herbs, flowers, vegetables, fruit and cotton. Altogether there were 1,700 Jewish owned thriving
businesses producing 20% of Israel’s exports. Following the abrupt dismissal of the homesteads of Jewish settlers, they
became the homes of Palestinian Arabs, in what once again became legally and internationally recognised as PA owned land.
Surely it follows that it is the intention of the Quartet to force through their threatened handing-over of Israeli-governed East
Jerusalem to the PA, and reduce any ‘Jewish only’ areas. of which I am currently writing in a sequel to my last book ‘Wake-Up
The Lord is Returning’, which I am titling as ‘Demographics’, as being God’s Covenant of Death? In point of fact apart from
the itinerary I have outlined, all my writings in this epistle both Biblical and of the more recent global history that have been
included, along with all the footnotes, are more fully written of in my book ‘Demographics’, which also gives greater details of
the build up to the fast-approaching Great Tribulation and Christ’s Second Coming American Pres Obama’s regime has
determined that Israel is to be further reduced in size, in order for Obama to be known as the man who delivered the solution
to the Middle East problem. The country of Palestine is to be carved out of the final 23% of what had been God’s ‘chosen
peoples’ Promised Land of Biblical times, the other 77% had been liberally given away by the British Government, as a
sweetener to Arab contenders for leadership, who wished to become the sheikhs and their dynasties to be permanently
established and protected, in areas that became the sheikhdoms of Jordan, Syria, Iraq and Lebanon, in order to establish
legal national boundaries. This inventive procedure was to secure national ‘mining and distribution rights’, of products
produced within those recently formed sheikhdoms that Britain and France helped establish. The military officers under the
direction of the British Government negotiated a satisfactory ‘deal’ by agreeing to militarily support the emerging sheikh’s
boundaries from neighbouring invaders, or from internal despots who also wanted the ‘crown jewels’ of supremacy, so to
speak. I reflected upon God’s response to America’s Secretary of State’s statement concerning the Gaza Strip withdrawal,
recalling that in 2015 I had attended a Conference at the King of Kings Church in Jerusalem (which has a 24-7 prayer room
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Saturday June 18th. Jacob hired a small coach, and those who travelled visited Herodium Park (website:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herodium) before travelling on to the fortress of Massada, built in the year 30 BCE by King
Herod (website :- www.goisrael.com › Articles › Attractions). Following our visit, we travelled to the Dead Sea region in the
Essene settlement of Qumran, where we had lunch (website :- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qumran_Caves) and took a dip
in the Dead Sea (website:- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qumran), before returning to our hotel for the evening meal. I feel sure
that every reader of this account of our ‘three-part tour can understand that we were still energetically persevering in following
the historical trail as enthusiastically at the end of the tour as at the beginning.

The following morning our party of four were driven to Ben Gurion Airport, for the return flight to Heathrow; from where we
each made our way to our respective homes. I have added in 37 website details that all my readers need to do is ‘click onto’,
to share vividly the whole tour; as if having made the tour themselves. However I have been grateful since returning in time to
put my vote in for ‘Brexit’ on Referendum Day, and that evening stayed up for most of the night to watch and listen to the
comments of those interviewed concerning the results trickling in on the TV, and a few days later to watch a recording of
England’s abysmal football match against Iceland in the European Football Championships. My disappointment ameliorated
by Andy Murray winning at Wimbledon, with the Rio Olympics in Brazil to look forward to! I pray that if there are any doubters,
than The Triune God is giving the UK a ‘second opportunity’, by grace, to redeem itself from being a member of the One
World Government, and for our elected governments to return to their former Christian principals and practices.
I find it reassuring to be a British Christian now that our ‘brexit’ government are negotiating the best possible terms of the
nation’s exit from EU control, and a cause of rejoicing for us Christians who were guided to support the ‘vote leave’,
encouraged by David Noakes’ November 2015 prophecy, of the EU, for David’s comments that God honoured the fact that
our Christian forefathers had honoured the obligation of forming a world-wide Commonwealth (on which the sun never set on
some small part of its Empire), and faithfully delivering the Gospel to nations that previously worshipped a variety of gods,
Perhaps we as their progeny we may assume that our generation might also be inheritors of Britain’s ancestral salvation!!
Even despite the satanic nature of the opening and closing ceremonies, and symbolic agenda of the 2012 Paralympics
games. The prayers of Christians internationally, who have refused to adopt the doctrine of Replacement Theology, or the
expressed Palestinian hopes of the Boycott Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) Movement against Israel being successful,

on the top floor of this large industrial unit. The prayer-room overlooked most of Jerusalem, from the city side of the Mount of
Olives, providing a wonderful view of the city for which they were concentrating their prayers). During a ‘lunch break’, I shared
a conversation with author Bill Koenig, who had given a lecture based on his book, Eye to Eye, at the Conference, in which he
detailed much of his research into God’s response to America defaulting on their leaders claimed integrity (?) towards
supporting Israel. Koenig’s claim (supported by the evidence detailed in his book) was that on every occasion America’s
Middle East policy supported the UN, or the Arab nations against Israel’s welfare, a hurricane or something equally
unpredictable occurred across America resulting in people, not only suffering loss, but some dying, but every citizen
suffering anxiety and loss, that was economically and often personally disastrous through freak weather conditions
in some areas. On the day following the completion of the withdrawal from Gaza, in exact regularity to the details given in Bill
Koenig’s book, a tropical depression formed off the coast of the Bahamas, which on reaching the mainland, paralleling the
time of Israel’s evacuation of Gaza, over six days developed into Hurricane Katrina, striking the sin-city of New Orleans in
Louisiana. Voodoo, prostitution, homosexuality, gambling and drug related practices, revealed this city emulated the behaviour
of the citizens corruption that resulted in the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah’s. It is not coincidental that TV images of
Americans being forced out of their homes at gunpoint, by the National Guard, and restrained if they refused to comply with
the order to evacuate. It was a pointer to Christian supporters of Israel’s Promised Land, that Sharon’s connivance with the
American super-state opened the door to , over the ‘uprooting’ (forcible ejection, sometime at gun-point) of the 8,000 Jewish
settlers being, was unrighteous in the Lords judgement, and would be punished by God. The number of families forced to
evacuate from their New Orleans homes was 800,000, a 100-fold increase to those of the heart-broken Jews of the Gaza
Strip! I am certain that Bill Koenig was correct. The government of America is not, and I believe has never been, a true
representation of the majority of its diverse people groups from other nations, who are now naturalised US citizens. I believe
that the Illuminati are the evil manipulating force that has infiltrated every area of American political, judicial, ministerial and
commercial leadership of the American proletariat (similar to my UK experience of membership of the Round Table, which I
believe to have been part of the recruiting system as had been the Rotary Club).
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appear to have been answered, for both doctrine and liberal support internationally is being widely opposed. Equally the third
intafada, does not supporting the Quartet’s intention of forcing Israel to comply to its demands of relinquishing control of East
Jerusalem to the PA, especially as every Bible-reading and believing Christian in today’s global society, meditates and
inwardly digests upon both the ancient Biblical history therein, and the prophesies currently manifesting, of Israel’s minority
position, and that of the rebellious world from God’s perspective are yet again reaching a climax. This is similar to the situation
of the ‘yesteryear’ Bereans, through today’s ‘born-again’ Christians, who do compare the accuracy of the preachers
interpretation of the passages preached upon from the Bible at every church service attended each Sunday of the final days
remaining. Oh I realise that there are many nominal Christians in the west, who don’t regularly attend church, and others, who
do not tithe, nor pray daily to their God, or read passages from their Bible daily. Even more amazing to me is the number of
‘Remain voters’ there are in Britain amongst the clergy and the protestant denominational congregations they represent. Such
intransigence doesn’t persuade non-Biblical followers of how they should vote in support of the desire of the Kingdom of God.
Very sobering, but the phlegmatic in civilisation today recognises that the Islamic vitriolic intention is to totally eradicate the
race of Jews, not only from the Promised Land to which they are increasingly returning. Obviously the liberal-minded pluralist
leaders of anti-Semitic Gentile governments may be indifferent to Israel‘s history, or that of any other religion. The (indifferent
liberal-minded, secularists), peace-hopeful majority support the Palestinian cause, accept the social media’s summing–up,
that it is the Jews of Israel, and those remaining in the Diaspora that are prolonging the ‘Middle-East problem’. They might ask
“Why are the Jews so obdurate, for if their leaders would only be more amenable to the dictates of the UN, world
peace would result”?? This is what is Biblically prophesied as likely to be imposed upon the citizens of the global ‘One World
Government’. First announced as a reality by the EU‘s president Herman van Rompuy, at his inauguration address in 2009,
at the Lisbon Treaty, as ‘the first year of global governance’ (A One-World Government divided into ten regions).
Alf Droy
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